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1 46
The candidate does not have 5 years of post academic qualification professional experience. Experience 1 (i.e., a 
research scholar position ) cannot be counted as a professional experience. 

2 83 Experience is less than five years
3 187 Experience is less than five years
4 201 B.tech Second class
5 342 Less than 5 years of experience
6 371 B.Tech Second Class

7 566
Candidate does not have an M-Tech degree in Power System/Power Electronics/Control/ Instrument. Instead, his M-
Tech specialization is VLSI.

8 584
Experience 3 is pre qualification experience(not considered).  Not submitted experience certificate for experience 1.( 
Submitted an undertaking that he will submit relieving letter if selected)

9 683 Masters and emp 2 are in  same duration. Not submitted proper exp certificate for emp1.

10 714
candidate did not provide any document in which the specific stream of his M-Tech specialization has been mentioned. 
The degree certificate just says that he has an M-Tech degree in Electrical Engineering. There is no mention of the 
specialization branch there.

11 717
The candidate cannot have 5-years of pos-qualification professional experience as he completed his M-Tech only in 
2018.

12 742 Not submitted proper exp certificates submitted appoitnment order and Joining report.
13 751 B.Tech Pass class (Not first class)
14 765 B.Tech details not provided.(First class B.Tech is required)

15 813
Experience 1 is issued till 21.05.2021. It ismentioned that he was engaged with periodical breaks. Exp 2 is post 
qualification experience.

16 842 B.Tech Second Class( First class in BE/B.Tech Required as per advt.)
17 888 No M.Tech and B.Tech Second Class
18 908 M.Tech  and Expe 1 are of same duration.  Submitted appointment order in place of experience 5. 
19 978 Second Class in B.Tech. (First class is required.)

20 1012
Post Qualification experience (after M.Tech) is Less than 5 years ( exp1, exp2, exp3, and exp4). Not submitted proper 
exp certificate for exp1.

21 1097 B.Tech Second Class (Required First class)

22 1110

Certificate issued towards Experience 1 is not acceptable as it did not correctly mention the starting date of the job. 
Certificate issued towards Experience 5 is not acceptable as it did not correctly mention the ending date of the job. No 
proper experience certificate is furnished for Employment 4. Therefore, those experiences cannot be counted. On the 
other hand, the total duration of Experience 2 and Experience 3 is less than 5 years.

23 1227 No M.Tech.(M.Tech is a essential qualification for the post)
24 1306 M.Tech in Mechatronics

25 1338
M.S (engg) and Exp 4 are of same duration. Not fulfilling 5 years post qualification exp. Appointment order is submitted 
for exp1.  the M.S. degree is not counted for this job position. The candidate should have had an M-Tech/M.E. degree.

26 1387
As per the advertisement, the candidate must have a B.E./B-Tech degree. The AMIE degree is not counted for the 
advertised job position.

27 1484 M.Tech and Exp 4 is insame duration. Appointment order is submitted for emp 1.
28 1497 Post Qualification Experience is less than 5 years. Appointment order is submitted in place of exp 1.

29 1504
The candidate just provided the evidences of his B-Tech and M-Tech degrees. But, there is no evidence of the class that 
he has received.

30 1601 B.Tech details not mentioned ( B.Tech First class Required). Incomplete application
31 1755 B.Tech and M.Tech 2nd Class.
32 1786 B.Tech details not mentioned ( B.Tech First class Required)
33 1789 No M.Tech (M.Tech is an essential qualfication for the post)
34 1825 M.Tech passed out in 2020. Do not have 5 years of post qualification experience.
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35 1988 as per certificate provided experience 1 is only for 4 years 2 months. Exp  certificate is not provided for emp 2. 

36 1991
The candidate does not satisfy the eligibility criteria as he does not have an M-Tech degree in Power System/Power 
Electronics/Control/ Instrument. Instead, his M-Tech specialization is Energy Systems.

Note :
1) The applicant (s) 'not shortlisted' may submit their Discrepancies/Grievances, if any, by using the link sent to the
applicants registered email id.
2) Deadline for submission of Discrepancies/Grievances : on or before 5.30 PM on 01.12.2022. Submission of any grievance after the 
due date & time shall not be considered for examination/review.
3) No submission of extra documents are allowed.
4) IITH reserves the right to determine the relevance of any professional experience to the post applied.
5) Mere submission of grievance(s) shall not confer any right to the applicant for acceptance of candidature or cannot
be construed as an acknowledgement of fulfilling the eligibility criterion, which is subject to examination of the
Review Committee for the purpose.
6) Decision of the Review Committee will be final and binding on the matter.
7) Applicants are advised to visit the institute website regularly for further updates.
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